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Executive Summary
The Indian retail landscape is changing rapidly and for the better! Highlights of the first ever survey on Retail
Operations Benchmarking and Excellence of Indian Retailers reveal that even as international players are making
plans to enter India, the current sentiment among Indian retailers is to gear up for the competition. They are
optimizing their existing investments through a strong focus on operational efficiencies, process improvements
and improving numbers all around. Retailers are expanding, but cautiously – format expansion is fourth on their
priority list for FY 2014. The new buzz phrase is being `EBIDTA positive,’ and new stores are given a strict timeline
to perform. Further, retailers are unapologetic about closing stores if found unviable. Overall, there is a more
clinical, hard-nosed approach to retail and to store operations in particular, than earlier. Retailers are also looking
closely at their own internal efficiencies and at each other to understand what can be done better.
The Indian customer is younger, more tech savvy, willing to experiment, demanding and short on patience; but,
on the other hand, willing to spend and patronize a brand if treated well and given a good deal. Store operations
in general have evolved significantly in the last five years, in terms of internal processes, systems and technology
usage. However, Indian retailers have a long way to go in terms of customer experience management, people
management, streamlining internal processes and technology adoption.
Key learnings that emerged from this study are:
Store profitability is paramount
Retailers are making no bones about the fact that store profitability is critical. Given the hard lessons learnt from
the last economic downturn, retailers are looking at a mix of cautious expansion with a strong focus on store
profitability. This has impacted store location, size and assortment decisions more than ever before. Retailers are
not shying away from closing stores that are unviable, or undertaking resizing exercises to make them EBIDTA
positive as soon as possible.
Store managers are increasingly being trained on profit and loss (P&L) aspects and held accountable for their
store’s bottom-line.
Customer service is the differentiator
With the market crowded with many similar brands, retailers are coming around to the view that service is the
true differentiator. They believe that customers will develop trust through right advice and exceptional service
which will be reflected through increased loyalty. However, this strategic focus on the customer has not yet
translated into a full-blown operational and process focus on in-store experience metrics. For example, although
value retailers state that customer experience during billing is key, 33 percent do not measure the time taken to
bill during peak hours, and 56 percent do not measure the average queue length during peak hours.
A measure that most retailers have institutionalized is mystery shopping – 88 percent of retailers have created
formalized processes to obtain feedback on their stores via these initiatives.
Inventory management is a critical focus area
Processes around inventory management at the store are a key focus area for all retailers. There is increasing
evidence of a partnership between the operations and finance functions – with both process and policy being
tuned to inventory management. Perpetual stock takes are outsourced to specialist firms by an increasing
number of retailers who seem to have reaped significant benefits from this move. Retailers are also looking at
decreasing shrinkage levels by focusing on process, policy and technology initiatives.
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Below the line (BTL) marketing is the way forward
BTL is emerging as a strong focus area for retailers in FY 2014. Catchment initiatives are seen as a ‘must do’ across
retail segments to arrest declining same store footfalls. Store managers are increasingly being pushed to develop
their catchments and bring in more customers. However, efforts are still localized, with only 37 percent of
respondents having an integrated Customer Relationship Management (CRM) program. Also, 70 percent of those
interviewed admitted that they did not use any tools other than spreadsheets and emails to execute promotions.
Weak store expansion and strong focus on optimization of existing investments
Market acquisition through new store launches has taken a back seat, and store profitability has become the topof-the-mind objective for FY 2014. While store managers are being trained and measured on store profitability,
there is also a need to tighten central functions. For a majority of respondents (56 percent) – lease cost is more
than 10 percent. However, most retailers surveyed do not see the need to use advanced space management
techniques and continue to use spreadsheets to manage space allocation and efficiency. Only half of those
interviewed had visibility into their space at a department level. Not surprisingly, only 19 percent of the
respondents score above par on overall process maturity in space management.
Employee engagement is key to sustained growth
Employee training has assumed greater importance, given the high attrition levels and ever-increasing customer
expectations – especially since the people management process is an area with the least amount of process
maturity among the surveyed respondents. There is a growing realization that happier employees create a better
store atmosphere, resulting in far more effective customer interaction and sales. For example, some areas for
improvement include the following:
a. About 33 percent of the respondents had attrition rates of more than 8 percent per month - which means that
they replaced their entire staff every year
b. Around 22 percent of the respondents do not provide insurance or medical benefits
c. Only 26 percent of the respondents make employee training a part of the store manager’s
key result area (KRA)
d. About 27 percent of the respondents do not have well-defined, documented career plans for
their store employees
Engaging with a younger, evolving and far more technology-savvy and informed set of customers has
necessitated a constant upgrade of store sales staff capabilities. Is there a clear people management strategy
in place to cater to the changing shopping behavior of the savvy digital shopper?
Technology adoption is slow
Overall, the retail sector lags behind the banking, travel and hospitality sectors in terms of technology adoption.
This is especially true in areas like task management and scheduling, mobility, space management and in-store
customer experience management.
Multi Channel – high on interest but low on action
The advent of digital shopping is a significant change agent. This is certainly challenging the conventional ways of
managing stores on almost all parameters:
n Format definition/roll out plan/operating models in the light of multi-channel customers
n Role of sales people
n Store processes
There is high interest in e-commerce but low commitment and action; most retailers seem to be playing
a ‘wait and watch’ game. In our view, there is a strong opportunity to redefine the business model through
digital channels.
Modest adoption of Customer Loyalty Programs (CLP)
Not many retailers have a rich customer database or leverage it to reach out to their individual customers.
Only 40 percent of the respondents had an integrated loyalty program – and retailers still use the phrases
’rewards program’ and ’loyalty program’ interchangeably not recognizing that they are a part of a continuum.
Those retailers who have invested in loyalty programs are starting to see the results. For Fashion and Department
stores, 25 percent of stores get around half their sales from ‘loyal’ customers. At the same time, 44 percent in these
two segments do not measure data around customer loyalty.
Customer segmentation too has to evolve and this is another area that retailers have on their radar for FY 2014.
The overall process maturities based on fundamental, must-have processes across the following six segments –
customer service, inventory management, marketing & CRM, visual merchandising, people management and
space management — reveal ample scope for improvement and sharing of best practices.
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People management in particular continues to be an area for intervention. In functions like space
management and marketing, while retailers seem to be comfortable, they could get more out of
their operations if they utilized the necessary tools and measurement practices, such as measuring
promotion performance. Visual merchandising is one function that respondents seemed
comfortable with in terms of process maturity. However, this function is increasingly being viewed
as a potential revenue driver rather than a hygiene enabler to improve store look.
Overall process maturity – still some way to go

Figure 1
Functional area-wise process maturity scores, leaders vs. laggards, and benchmarks
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Foreword
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
- T.S. Eliot
We would like to believe that these words were probably a sub-conscious inspiration at the back of our minds at
TCS and RAI, spurring us on to conduct an objective health-check of the Indian retail industry. Our objective was
to rediscover Indian retail, an industry that has burgeoned at high velocity but in an unstructured manner for
nearly two decades. Our new perspective was ‘business excellence,’ and we visualized that this exercise would
provide credible insights into business metrics and processes that run the industry today. We believe that today’s
benchmarks will help identify improvement opportunities for tomorrow and lead us towards future excellence.
In 2013, the industry is moving towards an efficient growth model, built around sustainable operational
efficiencies and exemplary customer service. This study aims to be a credible tool for measuring a retailer’s
effectiveness as well as for identifying areas that need improvement.
There were some huge ‘wow-how-did-we-miss-that!’ observations, such as promotion effectiveness measurement
– only 28 percent of the retailers measure it – and some subtle ones like complete product scanning both in and
out of store – 63 percent of retailers do this.
There are also a few areas where there is a disconnect between stated strategic objectives and process maturity.
For example, customer satisfaction is seen as a high priority area, but one out of two respondents did not have a
metric – a customer satisfaction index - to measure, monitor and manage customer experience. Similarly,
profitability is a key focus area and lease rentals are still significantly higher than global standards, but space
optimization metrics and processes continue to be run off spreadsheets.
Inventory management as an area has become stronger – better visibility through continuous stock-take
measures, increase in bar-code scanning of incoming and outgoing merchandise and higher control over
shrinkage means that the industry has improved process maturity in this area.
People management continues to be an area of evolution and focus. Attrition is well quantified but retailers are
no closer to finding answers to keep the numbers down.
Strategically speaking there are two areas of early evolution – the first is e-commerce and the second is loyalty
programs. Retailers across segments have not yet committed to investing in e-commerce (and the prevailing
financial climate might justify that decision), but there is universal recognition of the need to invest in a
multi-channel approach.
With regard to creating customer loyalty programs, the metrics show that ‘loyal’ customers can account for 50
percent of sales (for department stores). For most retailers however, these programs are still too underdeveloped
to deliver.
We have also identified several key initiatives for FY 2013-14 for the industry as a whole, besides the most obvious
one – improving profitability. We are hopeful that you will find this report insightful, with several information
nuggets that are relevant to your organization’s excellence agenda. It was an immensely satisfying effort for our
teams to execute this study and we will feel really rewarded if this book serves as your black book for retail
operations improvement. Welcome to Indian Retail’s first-ever ‘Retail Operations Benchmarking & Excellence
Survey!’

Kumar Rajagopalan
CEO, Retailers Association of India
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Anil Rajpal
Head - Retail & Consumer Products
Global Consulting Practice
Tata Consultancy Services

Background
Indian retail today is at the cusp of a new dawn – a journey marked by milestones ranging from macro policy
updates (like Foreign Direct Investment and Goods and Services Tax – expected in 2015) to new-generation
developments (like new channels, e-business and mobility), along with a strong focus on operational profitability
and higher return on investment. As we motor along this next phase of growth, there is a need to develop and
maintain an overall industry scorecard to not only measure and track our progress, but also to evaluate where the
next improvement opportunities are. The ‘Indian Retail Benchmarking and Excellence Survey’ is an effort towards
addressing that objective.
With a neutral view of retailers’ key performance indicators (KPIs) and process maturity evaluation, we have
compiled and summarized retailer inputs to establish performance benchmarks for the Indian retail industry. We
have also made an effort to identify the best practices of the industry and some key segment specific insights.
Finally, in the Key Initiatives for the Financial Year 2014 section, we aim to assist in the agenda-setting process for
next year for the industry as a whole.

Scope
The objective of our study was to understand —what makes a store click? We have attempted to explore the store
operations management practices that drive retail store success in India. We have taken a three-dimensional view
of retail to answer the three key questions for an Indian retailer:
1. What is? ............................................... industry benchmarks
2. What should be?.................................best practices
3. Where is the industry moving?......strategic direction
The three dimensions we used to paint the retail panorama are: Strategic Direction, Process Maturity and Key
Performance Indicators (KPI). We have used these three dimensions in order to gain a 3600 view of a retailer while
identifying the industry benchmarks.
The survey covered the following specific areas of study:
Five KPIs: (1) Customer Service (2) People Management (3) Inventory Management
(4) Expense Management (5) Financial Performance
n Five process maturity areas: (1) Customer Service (2) People Management (3) Inventory Management
(4)Marketing & CRM (5) Space Management and Store Look & Feel
n Strategic focus areas for FY 2014 at a store level
n Strategic focus areas for FY 2014 at an organization level
n

In this study, we provided separate benchmarks for the following three segments: Fashion (Apparel, Footwear &
Accessories) Department Stores, Value (Supermarkets, Hypermarkets, Discounters).
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Key Focus Areas For FY2014

Figure 8
At a store level
Retailers across all segments outlined the following as key focus areas (in order of priority):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increasing store level profitability
Enhancing customer service levels and customer happiness
Growing top line
Improving employee happiness/retention
Improving inventory management as well as store look and feel were a joint fifth priority

There was unanimous agreement among all retailers interviewed that these five initiatives were the key focus
areas in FY 2014
At an organization level
The key company-level strategic focus areas, in order of priority, were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Bottom-line focus
Top-line focus
Improving merchandise & assortment planning
Format expansion
Improving customer service levels/customer happiness
Increasing customer loyalty/retention
Improving inventory management
Improving vendor management/vendor satisfaction
Employee training & development
Strengthening CRM
Overall process improvement

Detailed Survey Findings And Benchmarks
Customer service
Customer service is an area where retailers are at varying stages of maturity. There is ample scope for sharing of
best practices in this area. We believe that retailers are looking at engaging with their customers far more
seriously than before. This is being seen partly through store interaction and also through online and social media
channels. Some retailers have also established customer care call centers that try to coordinate between the store
and the customer to resolve any issues.
At an overall process maturity level, respondents were almost equally split between leaders and laggards.

Customer Service
Overall Process Maturity
At Par
11%

Leaders
48%
Laggards
41%

Figure 9
Improving in-store customer experience is emerging as a strategic focus area for retailers across segments,
including hypermarkets; retailers see it as a tool to differentiate themselves in the market. It is interesting to note
that food and grocery (F&G) retailers view this as a key differentiator along with strong Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) and loyalty programs.

“One of the ways to differentiate in the future will be on the in-store experience. This would mean
superior store design, CRM and a loyalty program.”
- Mohit Kampani, CEO - Spencer’s Retail
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“It is the most important aspect for us in terms of how we reach out to and speak with our
customers. And we are never satisfied where we are!”
- Mitchell Slape, COO - Bharti Retail
Smaller fashion formats seem to be providing a higher degree of customer service and personalization than their
large format counterparts (department stores, hypermarkets). Retailers attribute this to the interpretation of
customer service across formats. That smaller fashion formats are managed by entrepreneurial franchisees also
enables higher service levels. In general, employee attrition levels in smaller formats also seem to be significantly
lower than big box retail, and this is seen as a contributory factor to greater customer service and other store
processes too. It appears that large format retailers are grappling with this perception and trying to think of outof-the-box solutions to increase their service levels. It is interesting to note that very few retailers have a publicly
declared customer service policy.
Customer satisfaction measurement
One out of every two respondents does NOT measure customer satisfaction. Only 48 percent had it measured by
an external agency while 22 percent measure it once every six months and link it to the store manager’s KRA. This
can be an area for improvement for most retailers.

“The mantra is to maintain a balance between the value for a customer and store profitability”
- Sathish Bhat, CO & Vice-President Operations - Megamart

Customer Satisfaction Measurement - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+part of store manager’s KRA
L4=CSI measured half-yearly by external agency

22%
4%

L3=CSI measured annually, done by external agency
L2=CSI measured annually, done by internal agency

22%
7%

L1=CSI not measured

44%

Figure 10
(Note: L1 to L5 indicate levels of process maturity with L1 being the lowest and L5 the highest.)
Customer feedback is a serious matter
On the handling of customer complaints at stores, a majority of retailers interviewed said they had well-defined and
documented processes and Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that are tracked at the organization level. This area
displays a high maturity level. About 44 percent of those interviewed have an integrated customer feedback system,
with multiple feedback mechanisms available to the customer, including social media engagement which is
emerging as a trend. While there are retailers who use social media platforms solely as a listening post, others use it to
communicate both ways. Customers who have traditionally operated only with a ‘feedback book’ at the store have
been quick to establish a presence on Facebook. Thus social media has become a leveler in engaging
with customers.
The process of handling customer exchanges and returns has also emerged as one where retailers have exhibited
fairly high process maturity, with 88 percent at the top two tiers of maturity.
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Handling Customer Feedback-cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+multiple feedback mechanisms available to
customer (like email, telephone, social media)

44%

L4=L2+tracked by H.O; integrated online & offline

11%

L3=L2+tracked by H.O; Non-integrated online &
offline systems

26%

L2=Process & SLAs defined, documented, exhibited
on floor & on invoice. Manual system

11%

L1=Process & SLAs not defined. Manual system,
handwritten complaints at the store

7%

Figure 11

Handling Exchanges And Returns-cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
42%

L5=L4+System of Feedback to Merchandising team25-50%
L4=L3+tracked by H.O; Non-integrated online &
offline systems>75%

46%

L3=Process & SLAs defined, documented, exhibited
on floor & on invoice

8%

L2=Some adhoc processes & SLAs, mainly managed
at store
L1=No processess & SLAs defined

4%
0%

Figure 12
Customer analytics is gradually gaining importance
Most retailers we interviewed do not have sophisticated customer analytics, and have been gathering
rudimentary data on their customers at the point of sale. With this data, they run ad hoc campaigns. Some
retailers in the F&G space have expressed satisfaction with their analytics capabilities. Retailers with multiple
brands are looking at integrating cross brand customer and sales data to obtain a ‘single view’ of their customer
and leveraging it across the brand portfolio. Compared to e-commerce where the analytics is much stronger,
brick-and-mortar retailers are lagging behind. This space is bound to get more evolved given that retailers are
looking towards targeted marketing for increasing store revenues and improving their return on investment (ROI)
on store promotions.

“It all begins and ends with the customer. We look at ourselves as being advocates and agents for
the customer. The journey to being increasingly customer focused is never going to end.”
- Mitchell Slape, COO - Bharti Retail
“Titan always believes in making any transaction with customers from the soul, and not only for
sale. We will continue doing it, in whatever process we adopt or whatever changes that we do as
an organization, and ensure that every employee in TITAN is customer centric and TITAN always
keeps the customer at the centre of anything they do.”
– Sanjay Bhattacharjee, Sr. Manager - Customer Experience and Engagement - Titan
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Loyalty /Reward programs have some way to go
This is an area of evolution for department stores and fashion retailers. While there are retailers who seem to have
fairly evolved loyalty programs, others are just beginning to consider initiating a program.
Most loyalty programs start as a rewards program and over time, stores begin to undertake basic ‘data-mining’ to
provide customized offers. One key symptom of this evolution is the fact that retailers have begun to compile
customer data based on mobile numbers captured during billing. As things stand today, retailers do not see this
as a top priority and tellingly use the two phrases– ‘loyalty’ and ‘rewards’ – interchangeably not recognizing that
they are a part of a continuum. However, the impact of loyalty programs is noteworthy, especially for department
stores, where as much as 50 percent of sales is from ’loyal’ customers.
About 44 percent of respondents did not have any data on share of revenue from loyal customers.

Share Of Sales From Loyal Customers - Fashion,
Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
<25%

19%

25-50%

25%

50-75%

6%

>75%

6%

Not measured
44%

Figure 13

Frequency Of Return Of Loyal Customers - Fashion,
Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
1-3 months

33%

3-6 months

13%

6-9 months

13%

>9 months

0%
40%

Not measured

Figure 14
Mystery shopping adds value
Mystery shopping is emerging as an important tool for retailers to get an ’outside-in’ view of their stores;
88 percent of respondents (fashion retailers and department stores) say they conduct mystery shopping studies
at least half-yearly. Most of those who have a program in place say that it helps them get a shopper’s perspective
on their stores and also to ensure that store employees give their best at all times. This is done both store-wise
and region-wise and softer elements are also judged. Some retailers have a method of store audits where there is
no surprise element. In these audits, both process and soft skills are judged.
The most evolved programs have two readings per store, with a benchmark against competition once a quarter,
and results linked to performance incentives of the store staff.
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Frequency Of Mystery Shopping Audits - Fashion,
Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
Monthly

35%

Quarterly

24%

Half-yearly

29%

Not measured

12%

Figure 15
Checkout metrics
F&G retailers need to monitor and manage the customer experience at the store checkout. This becomes a critical
element of a customer’s overall in-store experience. To address this aspect of their operations, retailers have taken
steps such as deploying faster printers, replacing their older printers with thermal printers and introducing
‘runners’ or ‘baggers’ to speed up billing. Others have also introduced express counters. With leaner processes and
better technology, retailers have been able to bring down billing times. However, this continues to be an irritant
to customers and has therefore emerged as an area of constant focus with scope for further improvement.

Mohit Kampani (CEO, Spencer’s Retail) emphasizes this: “You cannot afford to sell a Rs. 2600 face
cream in your store and crash at the cash till.”
Checkout metrics are not as much of a focus area for fashion retailers, who view the checkout process as a means
to further engage with the customer, as opposed to super markets and hypermarkets who constantly try to
improve them to achieve higher customer satisfaction. For fashion retailers, speed at checkout is not as much of a
priority as customer engagement.
On billing efficiency, a significant 33 percent of value retailers do not measure it. Those that do, average
between two and four minutes per transaction. Average queue length during peak times across segments
around four. Again, 56 percent do not measure this.

Billing Efficiency (at Peak Times)- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
2-3 Minutes

22%

3-4 Minutes

33%
11%

4-5 Minutes
Not measured

33%

Figure 16

Average Queue Length - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
3

11%

4
5

22%
11%

Not measured

56%

Figure 17
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Cashiering processes
Cashiering processes have emerged as fairly evolved areas, with 82 percent of retailers at high levels of maturity.
Department stores stood out as the most evolved in the cashiering processes.

Cashiering Processes - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+billing efficiency reports available

56%

L4=L3+metrics on cashiering efficiency and
accuracy along with complete IT enablement

26%

L3=Well-defined and documented processes with
partial IT enablement

19%

L2=Some adhoc processes, mainly managed at store
with partial IT enablment

0%

L1=Processess not defined or documented

0%

Figure 18

Inventory management
This is seen by retailers as a quick win for improving the bottom line, and hence, the renewed focus on both
metrics and process improvement within this area. Process focus areas include scanning the products coming into
the stores from the warehouse, at the point of sale as well as the physical stock take process and ensuring global
counts every day. How do you create a culture of accountability for inventory throughout the organisation?
Shrinkage control is seen as a must win
Retailers are implementing staff policies that reward shrinkage below a stipulated level and penalise high
shrinkage. While penalties are in place across the board, there are not many who give a bonus for controlling
shrinkage under mandated levels. Some retailers have made significant investments in process improvements by
outsourcing the stock-take activity to third parties. This has, according to some, led to more certainty in inventory
numbers and brought greater objectivity and discipline to the entire process. This combination of process
improvements and policy changes has dramatically reduced shrinkage for some players.

“The problem with shrinkage lies mostly in internal processes (theft comes only second). Making
sure that each step in the supply chain is handled right can go a long way in reducing shrinkage.”
- Mitchell Slape, COO - Bharti Retail
Small format retailers exhibit zero tolerance for shrinkage
Retailers that have a zero tolerance usually refer to shrinkage in rupee terms while others refer to it in percentage
terms. Smaller retailers take a straightforward view - they view store staff as entrepreneurs who have to
necessarily achieve zero shrinkage. No bonus is given for managing shrinkage as it is viewed as a hygiene factor.
Instant penalties for shrinkage at the store, along with strict discipline in daily global counts, surprise and regular
stock audits by external auditors have led to a culture of greater stock accountability.
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Shortages are recovered from all the store staff. This approach helps ensure that all employees keep a look out for
any deviation and non-compliance, and has been made possible by a strong culture of cooperation between
finance teams and store operations in enforcing discipline and rigour in managing inventory. Often, the success
stories are due to a strong lead by the CFO. Some retailers have introduced a whistle blower policy for reporting
theft at stores.

“Retail is about daily discipline. Stores that religiously follow daily global count invariably have the
lowest shrinkage. We consistently monitor daily global count discipline, stock in transit and
conduct periodical audits (including surprise audits) to keep the shrinkage under control. Bar
code scanning of all transactions helps us control our inventory and also service our customers
better, as retrieval is faster. Electronic article surveillance equipment (EAS) is used in stores with
large footfall.”
- G Mohanasundaram, Head Finance (Controllership - Apparel) - Madura Fashion & Lifestyle

Greater focus on the process of barcode scanning of merchandise coming into stores from the warehouse has
helped retailers. There seems to be a direct correlation between shrinkage levels and the retailer’s merchandise
barcode scanning process maturity.
Smaller brands in shop-in-shop (SIS) locations face a higher shrinkage challenge as the host does not assume
responsibility in many cases. Extending the culture of accountability to SIS locations is also seen as a challenge.
In their list of store level priorities for FY 2014, many retailers list this as one of the top four. They are in particular
looking at better trial room management, electronic surveillance in large footfall stores and focus on daily global
counts as key areas to reduce shrinkage.
In the area of inventory management processes, only 26 percent of retailers interviewed score above average.

Inventory Management
Overall Process Maturity

Figure 19
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Shrinkage levels show considerable variation with 42 percent of retailers interviewed having shrinkage levels
greater than 0.75 percent of annual sales.

Shrinkage (% of Sales) - Cross segment
(Percentage Respondents)
0-0.25%

27%

0.25%-0.5%

15%

0.5%-0.75%

15%
23%

0.75%-1%
>1%

19%

Figure 20
The fashion segment shows shrinkage at far lower levels as compared to value retailers indicating far greater
focus and less tolerance.

Shrinkage (% of Sales) - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
0-0.25%

58%

0.25%-0.5%

8%

0.5%-0.75%

8%
17%

0.75%-1%
>1%

8%

Figure 21
Around 89 percent of value retailers have shrinkage levels of above 0.5 percent. Significantly, 77 percent of value
retailers said they had a robust physical stock-take process, integrated with their IT system and at a half-yearly
frequency.
The problem seems to be in managing merchandise entering the stores from the warehouse, particularly in the
area of barcode scanning.

Shrinkage (% of Sales) - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
0.25%-0.5%

11%

0.5%-0.75%

11%
33%

0.75%-1%

44%

>1%

Figure 22
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With regard to the policy on shrinkage bonus or penalty, interestingly, only 37 percent of respondents use a carrot
and stick approach while 19 percent have neither. Fashion retailers generally exhibit zero tolerance for shrinkage
with eight percent of fashion retailers refraining from adopting the carrot and stick approach. About one in three
department stores and value retailers interviewed do not have a shrinkage reduction policy.

Policy on Shrinkage- Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ shrinkage measured quarterly

0%

L4= L3+ shrinkage measured annually

0%

L3= If shrinkage is within tolerance, bonus is
given else penalty by deducting from salary.

37%

L2= No shrinkage bonus policy.
Penalty by deducting from salary.

44%

L1= No shrinkage bonus or penalty

19%

Figure 23
Barcode scanning
Only 63 percent of respondents scanned 100 percent of their inventory in and out of stores. Department stores
have good processes here as compared to value retailers. Given that inventory management is a key focus area for
all retailers in FY 2014, moving to a 100 percent barcode scanning scenario could be a quick win that could lead to
better bottom-lines across the industry.

Barcode Scanning of Merchandise- Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= 100% of products scan in and out of stores

63%

L4= Partial scan during receiving at store.
100% scan at sale

22%

L3= No scan during receiving at store,
100% scan at sale

11%

L2=No scan during receiving at store,
adhoc scanning at sale
L1=No scan during receiving at store or on sale

4%
0%

Figure 24
Physical inventory reconciliation processes have matured
The process of stock take is something that retailers have been focusing on for some time and most of
them fall in the higher levels of maturity. Retailers are now increasingly open to outsourcing this
important activity to third parties. This seems to be leading to more reliable inventory numbers and helps
avoid conflict of interest issues.
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Physical Stock Verification - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+ Frequency quarterly.

46%

L4=L3+ integrated with IT System.
Frequency twice a year.

32%
18%

L3=L2+ Frequency quarterly
L2=Well defined PI calendar.Not integrated
with IT System. Frequency twice a year
L1=No perpetual Inventory (PI) calendar defined

4%
0%

Figure 25
On merchandise availability levels (planned vs. actual) at the store, most respondents seem to be comfortable
with the situation. Merchandise availability is being done by a slew of initiatives in the supply chain and
merchandise management systems. Retailers are fast adopting automatic replenishment systems (ARS) for core
merchandise. Apparel retailers have also adopted ‘active merchandise management,’ ensuring that
merchandise flows to the store according to the rate of sale. About 74 percent of respondents maintain
availability levels of 80 percent and above. All department stores and value retailers have average availability
levels of 80 percent and above. Fashion retailers show widely dispersed results and this could be an area where
best practices could be shared.

Merchandise Availability - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
39%

>90%
35%

80-90%
70%-80%

9%

60%-70%

9%

<60%

4%

Not measured

4%

Figure 26
Overall store processes
Retailers have displayed renewed focus on streamlining store processes. This is true of both large and small format
retailers. Some large retailers have overhauled their store organization structures, consciously choosing to move
away from the ‘store manager does everything’ philosophy. While the store manager is still accountable for
everything that happens or doesn’t happen at his store, the structure under him has been devised to focus on
both business and other activities that enable business. To this end, there are usually two division managers
managing business and store operations (processes, store administration, logistics, inventory, shrinkage,
operating expenses, human resources, etc). This has helped to streamline store processes and drive business at
the same time.
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“We are working towards bringing a ‘commercial’ approach within the store teams to achieve
set targets through effective retail principles and discipline, wherein the SGM (store general
manager) will drive business through 80:20 (commercial: operations) approach. 80 percent of
his time will be devoted to driving business and servicing customers and 20 percent towards
ensuring that back-of-house processes are running smoothly. To drive this we have introduced a
new role of ‘operations manager’ in the store who will focus on the day-to-day chores of
operating the store and let the SGM focus on business and customers.”
- Rajesh Seth, Chief of Operations – Central
“Managing scale has its own set of challenges: one big challenge that we see is consistency in
execution. Our focus in operations is on putting systems, processes and better monitoring
systems in place that would help us deliver consistent service standards across stores.”
- Manohar Kamath – Chief of Retail Operations - Shoppers Stop Ltd.

A few retailers have taken the initiative of implementing store execution or store management tools. This is being
seen as the way forward to better process execution at stores, be they visual merchandising or promotions, given
the wide dispersion across geographies.

“Good store execution starts with rigorous planning and forward-thinking, setting up processes
for communication flow to and fro and minimizing execution issues, some of which will always
exist. To aid this we can use a variety of tools - both systems-driven and manual"
- Mitchell Slape, COO - Bharti Retail
There are retailers who are considering installing store-wide cameras with a live feed to regional and head offices.
This may dramatically alter traditional store operations review mechanisms, especially those centered on store
look and feel, merchandise display, customer interaction and other visible elements of store operations. It is too
early to comment on whether this will be adopted across the board.
There are also others who look at a strong regional structure as being the bedrock of revenue generation and
process compliance at stores. This space will evolve, based on more success stories from large chains and large
format retailers.

People management
People management has emerged as yet another strong theme, with retailers making renewed efforts to engage,
train and retain key employees at the store front. Employees are the final link in the chain to customers and
service interaction is the final moment of truth for retailers. Retention of key employees is recognized by the
industry as being important for sustained store growth. This is a function of policies around training, incentive
management, engagement, career planning and progression.
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“In retail it is believed that if you take care of people and empower them to be creative, people
take care of business.”
– Sathish Bhat, CO & Vice-President Operations - Megamart

In terms of overall people management process maturity, there are 56 percent leaders. The rest are below par. This
indicates that a significant number of retailers have much to improve in this area.

People Management
Overall Process Maturity

Leaders
56%

Laggards
44%

Figure 27
Incentive management perceived as a powerful tool
It is common knowledge that employees at retail stores are sensitive to slight increases in take-home pay. A
difference of Rs. 200 to Rs. 500 on a base salary of, say Rs. 7000, could impact attrition levels significantly. Retailers
are trying to address this in several ways. However, this has proved to be a tricky and challenging proposition
across segments. Incentives are a proven way of motivating employees and all retailers use them, some to retain
key employees. In certain cases incentives can be as high as 40 percent of the base salary. Though a very potent
tool, retailers opine that it needs to be used with care. We observed that small format fashion retailers are very
strong on this front. Some large format retailers are now reworking their incentive structures to make it more
attractive and reward good talent.
In terms of employee benefits, 44 percent of respondents provide medical benefits, insurance and offer employee
discounts on purchases at their own stores while 55 percent sponsor higher education too. Very few offer
Employee Stock Option Plans (ESOPs) to senior store management. It is worrying that 22 percent do not provide
any insurance.

People Benefits - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + ESOPs to store staff

7%

L4= L3 + Sponsorship of higher education

48%

L3= L2 + employee discounts, Insurance

22%

L2= Periodic bonuses, performance
based incentives

22%

L1= Fixed pay, periodic bonuses

0%

Figure 28
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Emotional connect is key
Given the young age of the typical store employee, retailers are looking at managing them emotionally as well.
Creating ‘recreation zones’ for store employees to unwind is seen as a way to help them bond with fellow
employees and with the brand. Smaller retail brands that typically operate with a mix of own stores and a SIS
(Shop-In-Shop) format try to get the company- owned store manager to mentor the SIS employees in the same
geography. The company store manager views this as an expansion into an area manager role. In larger format
stores, morning huddles are a way to bond with the team, review the previous day’s performance and align with
the objective of the day.
Training is essential to improve performance and retention
Training is seen as a key element for sustained performance at the store front – both in driving sales and for
process adherence. Most respondents have a mix of online and classroom programs, consisting of soft skills,
grooming and product training. Some also conduct leadership training for employees. Retailers admit that it is a
big challenge to handhold and integrate employees across geographies. Technology is increasingly being used to
deliver standardized training programs and integrate far-flung stores, with web-based programs a cost effective
way to address this issue.

“Managing the talent pool through effective coaching thereby leading to higher productivity
and lower costs, is one of the key levers of success for retailers.”
– Siddharthan M, Head – Human Resources and Administration, Total Superstore”

Franchisees, that are also entrepreneurs, are serious about training. Sometimes the brand provides for and
charges the franchisee for training. This positively impacts attrition rates at the franchisee store.
While training has been stepped up across the board, effectiveness (i.e. ROI) of training is still questioned by
retailers as the measurement mechanism is not in place in most cases.
About 85 percent of respondents mandate more than 40 hours of training yearly for their store employees. In 41
percent of cases, this is linked to their individual competency development plan and aligned to the store
manager’s KRAs. Only 26 percent make training a part of the store manager’s KRA. Department stores display the
highest process maturity in this aspect and can be a good role model to follow for the industry. On the other
hand, value retailers exhibit low maturity.
A few retailers in our study fall into data-outliers as their employees receive training of up to 160 hours per year.

People Training - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Training part of store manager and
HR manager KRA

26%

L4= L3 + linked to individual competency
development plan.

15%
44%

L3= L2 + Mandatory 40 hours, Tracked by HO
L2= Training plan for the calendar year exists.
Not tracked

7%

L1= No formal training programs.
No training calendar

7%

Figure 29
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Reward and recognition much needed
The front-end can be both stressful and fun. When the employee has reward and recognition and enjoys the work,
other factors being constant, he generally stays with the organization. A ‘thank you’ from the organization goes a
long way in making the employee happy. Retailers increasingly recognize this and are looking to strengthen their
reward and recognition systems. Organized retailers now celebrate December 12 as ’Retail Employees Day’ with
the theme ‘Thank you Bola Kya?’, meaning ‘have you said thank you to your store employees?’ – as a way to mark
the front-end staff’s contribution to retail.
Career planning and development
Three out of four respondents said they had clearly defined career development plans in place for their
employees. Small format retailers and footwear retailers in particular, have strong career development programs
in place. In fact, some of them had customized training and career development plans for all their front-end
employees. This is monitored closely by senior management, and reflects their personal connect with their
employees and the importance that they attach to this particular aspect of front-end operations. However, 27
percent of respondents do not have well-defined, documented career plans for their store employees.
Innovations have been initiated in this space too. A retailer we talked with uses psychometric testing as a tool for
deciding and evaluating competencies and promotions for store employees. Another large format retailer has
implemented a 360 degree feedback mechanism across departments.

Career Planning - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4+ Well-defined role-based competency
framework and leadership development initiatives

19%

L4= L3 + Tracked by H.O.

42%
12%

L3= Clearly defined career progression model
L2= Some adhoc,not-documented processes
for career planning
L1= No formal system of career planning

23%
4%

Figure 30
Employee attrition continues to be an area of concern
Employee attrition levels are still on the higher side. Both large and small format retailers have been impacted by
this phenomenon. In smaller format stores especially in the fashion space, change of key employees can impact
sales by 15 to 20 percent. Hence retailers tend to keep a hawk eye on store attrition levels and are taking a multipronged approach to address it. Here again, footwear retailers displayed lower levels of attrition. Footwear
retailing traditionally attracts employees from the lowest profile, given social attitudes towards touching people’s
feet in India. Retailers recognize this and generally have strong career development initiatives. One retailer we
spoke with mentioned that as a policy, all senior level appointments in his organization are done from within.
This has become a key motivator and inducement to his employees to stay with the organization.
About 33 percent of respondents had average attrition rates of more than eight percent per month which
amounts to almost 100 percent a year.

Employee Attrition Per Month - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
<4%

15%

4-6%

37%

6-8%
8-10%

15%
7%

>10%

26%

Figure 31
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Various segments reveal interesting numbers in employee attrition. Department stores exhibit the lowest levels
while 55 percent of value retailers have attrition levels of over eight percent a month. This is covered in detail in
the segment-wise section of this report.

"In order to reduce attrition, Biba has interventions like career planning, training on product
(ethnic women apparel) knowledge and employee engagement. We also recognize categorywise 'Champs' and evolve their career path along with evaluating options for higher studies."
- Siddharath Bindra, MD- Biba

Marketing & CRM
Below the line (BTL) marketing is the way forward
BTL is emerging as a strong focus area for retailers in FY 2014. Catchment initiatives are seen as a ’must-do’ across
retail segments in order to arrest declining walk-ins. Many respondents have adopted store management
brainstorming sessions to evolve creative catchment engagement initiatives. This is sought to be linked to store
managers’ KRAs.
An online presence on social networks is seen as a necessity, given its potential to help engage with the customer,
especially the younger generation. Social marketing is coming of age and retailers see this as an important
element of their marketing strategy. Retailers have used this medium to announce their new collections, store
launches, promotions and share trends. Some have decided to increase spend on this medium.
At an overall process maturity level, 33 percent of respondents score above average, while 37 percent score
below average.

Marketing and CRM
Overall Process Maturity
At Par
30%
Leaders
33%

Laggards
37%

Figure 32
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CRM
While 37 percent of respondents said they had an integrated CRM system and use the data to engage with
customers one-on-one, the rest exhibited varying degrees of maturity. Interestingly, F&G retailers seem to
consider this as a key focus area. However, this is an area of evolution and retailers admit that much is yet to
be done.

Customer Led Marketing- Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= Integrated CRM system with data from
multiple sources is leveraged for
marketing programs on regular basis

37%

L4= Customer data collected at POS using a basic
CRM system, leveraged for marketing programs

26%

L3= L2 + Well-defined processes & metrics.
Data not used for marketing programs

15%

L2= Some adhoc processes & metrics;
customer data collected from multiple sources.
Use of disparate spreadsheets
L1 = No processes & metrics defined.
No customer data available

19%

4%

Figure 33
Promotions execution
Around 70 percent of those interviewed do not use any tools to execute promotions other than spreadsheets and
email. Only 30 percent track the performance of their promotions. Analytics can significantly improve the ROI for
promotions and help plan better.

Promotions Execution- Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Integrated sales plan, merchandise plan,
markdown plan too. Execution tools used.
Metrics on promotion performance available

30%

L4= L3 + Integrated with marketing
calendar, shared in advance with stores

37%

L3= Well-defined and documented processes.
No tools used. Tracked by H.O. Promotions
plan not integrated with marketing calendar
L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store.
No annual marketing calendar.
L1= Processes not defined or documented.
Annual marketing calendar not available

22%

4%

7%

Figure 34
Multichannel initiatives
Most retailers we interviewed see alternate channels as an important source of additional revenue. It is generally
seen as equivalent to the ‘revenues of one more large brick and mortar store’. They also acknowledge that
customers have taken to the online channel in a big way and that they must therefore have a presence there.
Apparel and fashion retailers already have a strong presence on pure e-commerce sites. While some have an
individual presence, most feel that it is not a ‘must have’ at this point in time and are hence holding back on their
own e-commerce initiatives.
Some fashion retailers are looking at earning a minimum of two percent of their revenues in FY 2014 from this
channel and about four percent in FY 2015.
Store look and feel defines brand identity
Retailers view the store as a place to engage with the customer, communicate the brand philosophy and ensure
that the customer enjoys her experience and keeps coming back.
Most retailers exhibit a high level of overall process maturity around store look and feel.
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“Store look & feel is crucial – Retail identity is going to be key to brand identity.”
- Sandeep Mukim, CEO -Proline
Visual merchandising (VM) viewed as additional revenue driver

Visual Merchandising
Overall Process Maturity
At Par
15%
Leaders
52%

Laggards
33%

Figure 35
Visual merchandising is being viewed as a function that should drive sales rather than just enhancing the ‘look’ of
the store. To this end, some retailers are starting to correlate the performance of specific VM displays with the
sales of the respective categories.
While about 93 percent of respondents said they had well defined, documented VM processes, around 48 percent
do not integrate them with their marketing calendar and promotions plan. It is interesting to note that value
retailers had a significantly higher process maturity than their department store and fashion counterparts.

Visual Merchandising- Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ VM strategy integrated with marketing
calendar & promotions planning.

52%

L4= L3 + VM linked to marketing calendar. VM
elements standardized across stores. Service audit checks.

15%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes.
VM elements standardized across stores. Tracked by H.O.

26%

L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store level

4%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

4%

Figure 36
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Space management
Space management tools are slow to take off
For large format lifestyle retailers, space efficiency assumes great importance, and, given the high real estate cost,
slight deviations can significantly affect revenues. About 74 percent of respondents use spreadsheets to manage
their spaces. Given the current scale and low maturity levels, they view advanced space planning tools as an
overkill, and prefer to build as they add scale and complexity to their operations. Around 67 percent of those
interviewed had visibility of their spaces at a department level.
Only 19 percent of respondents score above par on overall process maturity in space management.

Space Management
Overall Process Maturity
Leaders
19%

At Par
48%

Laggards
33%

Figure 37

Space Management - Cross Segment
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ Automated tools used for planograming. Complete
integration with sales planning & merchandise planning.

19%

L4= L3 + Space metrics available at department level.
Done manually.

45%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes on creating
planogram. Space inventory available at category level

11%

L2= Planograms available. Some adhoc processes on
distribution of planogram to stores and updation.
Store-wise space inventory available.
L1= No planograms available,
No store-wise space inventory available

15%

7%

Figure 38

Expense management
Store profitability is the key focus area
More than 60 percent of the retailers interviewed for this survey had like-to-like (LTL) growth rates lower than
10 percent compared to previous year. This is indicative of the challenges in same store growth. The average
increase in store footfalls year-on-year ranged between two and six percent (60 percent of respondents do not
measure their footfalls). With top-line growth a challenge, our survey revealed that store profitability has emerged
as a key focus area across segments.

“Retail store profitability will continue to remain a focus area, in terms of cost control and
improvement of throughput, by monitoring key performance indicators such a walk-ins,
conversion and unit bill values. Measurement of customer experience at the store and constant
improvements have helped the organization increase like-to-like growth.”
- G Mohanasundaram, Head Finance (Controllership - Apparel)
- Madura Fashion & Lifestyle
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Retailers have taken measures to tighten their belts after the recent downturn and this has led to a culture of
greater cost focus. There is greater scrutiny of the store P&L account. Expenses over budget are questioned and
require further approvals. Retailers with strong regional structures have identified the regional manager as being
responsible for the P&L of the stores under him. The store manager in these cases is however made conscious of
his revenue targets and also the upper limit of expenses that he can incur to achieve his target. Average expenses
as a percentage of sales across segments are as detailed below.
Average cost benchmarks
(% of topline) / Segment
of retail

Fashion

Department Stores

Value

Manpower Cost

3 to 5%

5%

4%

Lease Costs

10 to 15%

10 to 15%

6 to 8%

Marketing costs

3 to 5%

3%

1 to 3%

Manpower cost
The manpower costs of most respondents range between three and five percent. Department stores spend
significantly more on manpower (five percent and above) as compared to other formats (3-5 percent).

Manpower Cost
(Percentage Respondents)

<3% of Sales

4%

3-5% of Sales

57%

>5% of Sales

39%

Figure 39

Lease rentals

Lease rentals continue to be a key cause of concern and retailers see this as a play of relative power between them
and the mall owners.
With falling footfalls in malls, retailers across segments and formats – both large and small - see variable rentals
based on sales as the only sustainable way forward. About 56 percent of respondents have lease rentals higher
than 10 percent.

Rental Cost
(Percentage Respondents)

<6% of Sales

20%

6-8% of Sales

12%

8-10% of Sales

12%

>10% of Sales

56%

Figure 40
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Marketing expenses
While the cross-segment average is around three percent of sales, all value retailers interviewed spent 1-3 percent
of their sales on marketing activities.

Marketing Cost
(Percentage Respondents)

1-3% of Sales

48%

3-5% of Sales

36%

>5% of Sales

16%

Figure 41

Total store operating cost
Department stores seem to be struggling with managing store profitability. The annual store operating expense
for this segment is around 25 percent of sales, with lease rentals constituting more than half this expense. The
steep rental expense of around 10-15 percent of total sales puts Indian retailers at a disadvantage with their
western counterparts in the US and Europe, where store rentals range between 4 to 5 percent*
Some retailers are looking at consolidating their department stores in tier 1 cities. Others have plans to decrease
the size of their department stores by 10-15 percent in order to decrease operational costs and increase profit.

Total Store Operating Cost
(Percentage Respondents)

<15% of Sales

17%

17.5-20% of Sales

29%

>20% of Sales

54%

Figure 42

* (Source: ‘Retailers cut costs by revenue sharing’, September 11, 2010,India Today).
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Segment-wise Insights
Fashion (Apparel, Footwear and Accessories)
The fashion segment consists of three types of retailers – apparel, footwear and accessories. Most of these
retailers get their major share of revenue from one of these categories but also stock limited variety of the other
two. Almost half of the fashion retailers surveyed have shown a high Like-to-Like (LTL) store growth of more than
15 percent over the last fiscal year. The sales per square foot for 40 percent of fashion retailers was more than Rs
12,000 per annum. The average transaction value (ATV) varies from about Rs 2000 to Rs 4000, going to as high as
Rs 10,000 for certain specialty retailers (treated as an outlier for this study).

LTL Store Growth - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
>15%

12.5-15%

46%

8%

23%

10-12.5%

7.5%-10%

<7.5%

15%

8%

Figure 43
An interesting trend we discovered during the survey was that for the fashion segment, the sales in the month of
December showed as high sales as during the Diwali season.

“For fashion brands, this (December) is the period when consumers splurge on outerwear,
casual jackets, dresses and accessories, leading to higher average selling price. Additionally, a
longer break due to college and school winter holidays leads to a spurt in purchase of casualwear for vacations.”
- Mr. Dhruv Bogra, Head-Operations of Bestseller

The fashion segment also provided some interesting insights in terms of customer service, inventory
management and people management practices.
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Fashion Retailers' Overall Process Maturity Score
Customer Service
100%
74%
80%

Space
Management 80%

60%

78%

Inventory
Management

40%
20%
0%

People
Management

65%

70%

Marketing
& CRM

82%

Visual Merchandising

Figure 44
Customer engagement is paramount
Fashion retailers were very particular about customer servicing. The checkout counter is their favorite place to
engage customers. It is also seen as the best place for talking about loyalty programs. In their key metrics, the
quality of interaction outweighs the quantity of time spent at checkout. Thus, measurement of efficiency metrics
at checkout (like queue length, transaction time) takes a backseat for most of these retailers.
Cashiering processes are fairly evolved
All respondents said they had well-defined and documented processes around cashiering. Only 54 percent had
complete IT enablement for reports on metrics and efficiency.

Cashiering Processes - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
54%

L5= L4 + billing efficiency reports available
L4= L3 + metrics on cashiering efficiency and accuracy
along with complete IT enablement

23%

L3= Well-defined and documented processes
with partial IT enablement

23%

L2= Some adhoc processes, mainly managed at
store with partial IT enablement

0%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

0%

Figure 45
Mystery shopping provides a reality check
Fashion retailers engage external agencies to conduct mystery shopping audits at a monthly to half-yearly
frequency. These audits are used to broadly evaluate all or a random number of stores on three
parameters:
n Ambience
n Customer Service
n Visual Merchandising
The mystery shoppers supplement the ‘Voice of Customers’ gathered through feedback in-store, online or
through SMS, visitor book comments and recently, through social networks like Facebook and Twitter.
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Frequency of Mystery Shopping Audits- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)

Monthly

18%
36%

Quarterly

Half-yearly

27%

Not measured

18%

Figure 46
Customer satisfaction measurement is not universal
About 69 percent do not measure customer satisfaction while 23 percent measure it at least two times a year and
link it to the store manager’s Key Result Area (KRA). There is a wide gap between leaders and laggards.

Customer Satisfaction Measurement - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)

L5= L4+ part of store manager's KRA

23%

L4= CSI measured half-yearly by external agency

0%

L3= CSI measured annually, done by external agency

0%

L2= CSI measured annually, done by internal agency

8%

L1= CSI not measured

69%

Figure 47
Retailers are now engaging specialized external agencies to ‘listen’ in on major social platforms and to resolve
customer grievances promptly in order to curb negative word-of-mouth. About 62 percent of those surveyed use
social media to interact with their customers. The rest rely on traditional methods like feedback forms and
guestbooks.

Handling Customer Feedback- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + multiple feedback mechanisms available to
customer (like email, telephone, social media)

62%

L4 = L2 + tracked by H.O; integrated
online & offline

8%

L3 = L2 + Tracked by H.O; Non-integrated
online & offline systems

8%

L2= Process & SLAs defined, documented,
exhibited on floor & on invoice. Manual system.

8%

L1 = Process & SLAs not defined. Manual system,
handwritten complaints at the store

15%

Figure 48
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All respondents had some defined processes for handling customer returns. However, only about 54 percent had
a system that was integrated with internal close-looping.

Handling Exchanges & Returns- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + System of Feedback to Merchandising team

54%

L4= L3 + tracked by H.O; Non-integrated
online & offline systems

38%

L3= Processes & SLAs defined, documented,
exhibited on floor & on invoice

0%

L2= Some adhoc processes & SLAs,
mainly managed at store
L1 =No processes & SLAs defined

8%
0%

Figure 49
Marketing & CRM still have some way to go
Around 38 percent of fashion retailers use an integrated CRM system for their marketing programs.

Customer Led Marketing- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= Integrated CRM system with data from
multiple sources is leveraged for marketing…

38%

L4= Customer data collected at POS using a
basic CRM system, leveraged for marketing…

8%

L3= L2 + Well-defined processes & metrics.
Data not used for marketing programs

23%

L2= Some adhoc processes & metrics;
customer data collected from multiple…

23%

L1 = No processes & metrics defined.
No customer data available

8%

Figure 50
38 percent of fashion retailers do not have a promotions plan that is integrated with their marketing calendar.
Only 31 percent use execution tools and track metrics on the effectiveness of promotions to measure ROI.

Promotions Execution- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Integrated sales plan, merchandise plan,
markdown plan too. Execution tools used.
Metrics on promotion performance available

31%

L4= L3 + Integrated with marketing calendar,
shared in advance with stores

31%

L3= Well-defined and documented processes. No tools used.
Tracked by H.O. Promotions plan not integrated
with marketing calendar
L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store.
No annual marketing calendar.
L1= Processes not defined or documented.
Annual marketing calendar not available

Figure 51
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23%
0%
15%

Visual merchandising and Space management – yet some way to go
Only 31 percent use automation in their space management. The rest manage with spreadsheets and email.

Space Management - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ Automated tools used for planograming.
Complete integration with sales planning & merchandise planning.

31%

L4= L3 + Space metrics available at department level.
Done manually.

38%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes on creating
planogram. Space inventory available at category level

15%

L2= Planograms available. Some adhoc processes on
distribution of planogram to stores and updation.
Store-wise space inventory available.

8%

L1= No planograms available, No store-wise
space inventory available

8%

Figure 52
Most respondents had fairly evolved processes around visual merchandising

Visual Merchandising- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ VM strategy integrated with marketing
calendar & promotions planning.
L4= L3 + VM linked to marketing calendar. VM elements
standardized across stores. Service audit checks.

69%
0%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes. VM elements
standardized across stores. Tracked by H.O.
L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store level

23%
0%
8%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

Figure 53
Loyalty programs
About 40 percent of those surveyed obtained at least 25 percent of their sales from their loyalty customers.
However, a significant 60 percent either did not have a loyalty programme or did not have a system to track loyal
customers. This could be an area that could yield rich rewards for fashion retailers.

Share of Sales from Loyal Customers - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
<25%

20%

25-50%

20%

Not measured

60%

Figure 54
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Frequency of Return of Loyal Customers - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
1-3 months

3-6 months

22%
0%

6-9 months

22%

Not measured

56%

Figure 55
Persistent efforts yield lower shrinkage
Fashion retailers are determined to curb shrinkage and are making a number of efforts to control it. Almost all
retailers have introduced bonus and/or penalties. If shrinkage levels are within stated parameters, a bonus is paid
to the employees and if the levels exceed these parameters, the loss is divided among the store staff and
deducted from their salary. We have noticed that small format fashion retailers exhibited a lower tolerance for
shrinkage.
Another attempt to curb shrinkage involves conducting daily ‘global counts’ in the store, at category level or for
the whole store. This is augmented by store audits and physical inventory counts at quarterly or half-yearly
frequencies. These audits are increasingly outsourced to specialized firms. All these efforts have resulted in
shrinkage levels below 0.25 percent in the last fiscal year for 58 percent of respondents.

Shrinkage (% of Sales) - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
0-0.25%

58%

0.25%-0.5%

8%

0.5%-0.75%

8%

0.75%-1%
>1%

17%
8%

Figure 56
Around 80 percent of respondents have established well-defined, half-yearly physical inventory processes that are
integrated with their IT systems.

Physical Stock Verification- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+ Frequency quarterly.

43%

L4=L3+ integrated with IT System.
Frequency twice a year.

36%

L3=L2+ Frequency quarterly

14%

L2=Well defined PI calendar. Not integrated
with IT System. Frequency twice a year
L1=No perpetual Inventory (PI) calendar defined

7%
0%

Figure 57
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About 77 percent have a 100 percent barcode scanning system in place.

Barcode Scanning of Merchandise - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= 100% of products scan in and out of stores
L4= Partial scan during receiving at store.
100% scan at sale

77%
0%

L3= No scan during receiving at store,
100% scan at sale

15%

L2=No scan during receiving at store,
adhoc scanning at sale
L1=No scan during receiving at store or on sale

8%
0%

Figure 58
Shrinkage penalties are more popular than bonuses, and this method of controlling shrinkage is considered a
success among many retailers.

Policy on Shrinkage- Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ shrinkage measured quarterly

0%

L4= L3+ shrinkage measured annually

0%

L3= If shrinkage is within tolerance, bonus is given else
penalty by deducting from salary.

38%

L2= No shrinkage bonus policy.
Penalty by deducting from salary.
L1= No shrinkage bonus or penalty

54%
8%

Figure 59
Ready to jump on e-commerce bandwagon
Most of the fashion retailers surveyed are already selling on pure-click ecommerce sites like myntra.com and
jabong.com. Many of them are also gearing up to set up their own e-commerce websites. However, many believe
that e-commerce is more for product awareness than for pushing sales. Since the in-store experience is a key
differentiator for these fashion retailers, an e-commerce site is expected to drive more footfalls to the store after
showcasing their new collections online. At a strategic level, the development of a multichannel retail model
where there is seamless integration between the real-world stores, online and possibly mobile channels is yet to
become a reality for many Indian retailers.
Retaining the best sales staff
Fashion retailers are trying their best to retain their front-end sales staff. Retention becomes critical for niche
apparel retailers, who sell one particular category of product, like women’s ethnic wear or men’s suiting, since it
requires product knowledge related to the fabric, embroidery and other parameters. Footwear retailers also
witness high attrition as touching the feet is an unappealing aspect of the job in the Indian context. For the same
reason, women do not like to work with footwear retailers. This has a direct impact on the educational
qualifications of a footwear salesperson which could be as low as matriculation levels.
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Employee Attrition Per Month - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
<4%

15%

4-6%
6-8%
8-10%
>10%

54%
0%
8%
23%

Figure 60
In order to reduce attrition, retailers are focusing on both financial and non-financial aspects. On the financial
side, the compensation is being laced with incentives such as employee discounts on purchases and sponsorship
of higher education.

People Benefits - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + ESOPs to store staff

0%

L4= L3 + Sponsorship of higher education

23%

L3= L2 + employee discounts, Insurance

38%

L2= Periodic bonuses, performance based incentives

38%

L1= Fixed pay, periodic bonuses

0%

Figure 61
On the non-financial side, retailers are beginning to provide a career development plan as an incentive to retain
staff. This includes a roadmap for growth where a fresh salesperson can perform well and grow to become a store
manager and eventually even take up corporate roles. Retailers are still evaluating the possibility of sponsoring
education through vocational programs or MBA courses for their top-performers.

Career Planning - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4+ Well-defined role-based competency framework
and leadership development initiatives

25%

L4= L3 + Tracked by H.O.

50%

L3= Clearly defined career progression model

8%

L2= Some adhoc, not-documented
processes for career planning

8%

L1= No formal system of career planning

8%

Figure 62
About 75 percent of the respondents have a clearly defined career program for their store employees that is
tracked by their head office.
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About 77 percent have a mandatory training plan of at least 40 hours per year for their employees.

People Training - Fashion
(Percentage Respondents)
31%

L5= L4 + Training part of store manager and HR manager KRA
L4= L3 + linked to individual competency development plan.

15%

L3= L2 + Mandatory 40 hours, Tracked by HO

31%

L2= Training plan for the calendar year exists. Not tracked

8%

L1= No formal training programs. No training calendar

15%

Figure 63

Department Stores
In contrast with fashion retail, the other two segments – department stores and value retailers turned out to be
tepid in terms of growth. Majority of the department stores surveyed have reported an average LTL store growth
of 6 percent over the previous fiscal. The per annum sales per square foot for 40 percent of department stores is
more than Rs 8000 and average transaction value is around Rs 2000.
Our research into department stores provided some interesting insights in terms of customer service, loyalty
management, space management and people management practices.

Department Store Retailers overall process maturity score
Customer Service
100%
80%
80%

Space
Management

60%
72%

78%

Inventory
Management

90%

Marketing
& CRM

40%
20%
0%

75%
People
Management

82%

Visual Merchandising

Figure 64
Customer loyalty drives revenues
The survey shows that department stores are at a high level of maturity in terms of customer service processes.
Customer satisfaction is measured regularly and CSI is calculated. Mystery shopping audits are also conducted
periodically. However, the icing on the cake is their loyalty programs which drive 50 to 70 percent of the revenues.
Most of the department stores have their own loyalty cards.
Increase in customer service is both a store and organization level priority for department stores. CRM is viewed
as a key enabler and department stores are looking at strengthening their IT and CRM systems.
Around 40 percent of the respondents attributed more than 50 percent of their sales to their loyal customers.
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Share of Sales from Loyal Customers- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
<25%

20%

25-50%

40%

50-75%

20%

>75%

20%

Figure 65

Frequency of Return of Loyal Customers - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
<1 month

0%

1-3 months

60%

40%

3-6 months

6-9 months

0%

Figure 66

Frequency of Mystery Shopping Audits - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)

Monthly

Quarterly

60%

0%

40%

Half-yearly

Figure 67
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Customer Satisfaction is gearing up
Though a majority of respondents use an external agency to measure Customer satisfaction Index (CSI), there is
ample room for improvement here as only 20 percent of department store retailers are linking it to the KRA of the
store manager. There is generally a higher level of maturity on other customer related processes like handling
customer feedback, merchandise returns and cashiering efficiency. Mystery shopping is one initiative that all
respondents have implemented.

Customer Satisfaction Measurement - Department stores
(Percentage Respondents)
20%

L5= L4+ part of store manager's KRA
L4= CSI measured half-yearly by external agency

0%

L3= CSI measured annually, done by external agency

40%

L2= CSI measured annually, done by internal agency

20%

L1= CSI not measured

20%

Figure 68

Handling Customer Feedback -Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + multiple feedback mechanisms available
to customer (like email, telephone, social media)
L4 = L2 + tracked by H.O; integrated online & offline

60%
0%

L3 = L2 + Tracked by H.O;
Non-integrated online & offline systems

20%

L2= Process & SLAs defined, documented,
exhibited on floor & on invoice. Manual system.

20%

L1 = Process & SLAs not defined. Manual system,
handwritten complaints at the store

0%

Figure 69

Handling Exchanges & Returns - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + System of Feedback to Merchandising team

40%

L4= L3 + tracked by H.O; Non-integrated online
& offline systems

40%

L3= Processes & SLAs defined, documented,
exhibited on floor & on invoice

20%

L2= Some adhoc processes & SLAs, mainly
managed at store

0%

L1 =No processes & SLAs defined

0%

Figure 70
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Cashiering Processes - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
80%

L5= L4 + billing efficiency reports available
L4= L3 + metrics on cashiering efficiency and
accuracy along with complete IT enablement

0%

L3= Well-defined and documented
processes with partial IT enablement

20%

L2= Some adhoc processes, mainly managed
at store with partial IT enablement

0%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

0%

Figure 71
Struggling to curb shrinkage
Shrinkage stood at over 0.50 percent of annual sales for 60 percent of the respondents and has emerged as a key
focus area. Process maturity in relation to physical inventory (80 percent of the respondents have well-defined
perpetual inventory calendar integrated with their IT systems and do a stock take at least twice a year)
merchandise scanning as well as penalty policies are in place. This then raises the question as to how well they are
implemented. There is also the larger issue of organizational culture and attitude towards shrinkage.

Shrinkage (% of Sales) - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
0-0.25%

0%

0.25%-0.5%

40%

0.5%-0.75%

40%

0.75%-1%
>1%

20%
0%

Figure 72

Policy on Shrinkage- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ shrinkage measured quarterly

0%

L4= L3+ shrinkage measured annually

0%

L3= If shrinkage is within tolerance, bonus is given else
penalty by deducting from salary.

60%

L2= No shrinkage bonus policy.
Penalty by deducting from salary.

20%

L1= No shrinkage bonus or penalty

20%

Figure 73
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Physical Stock Verification- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+ Frequency quarterly.

40%

L4=L3+ integrated with IT System.
Frequency twice a year.

40%

L3=L2+ Frequency quarterly

20%

L2=Well defined PI calendar. Not integrated
with IT System. Frequency twice a year

0%

L1=No perpetual Inventory (PI) calendar defined

0%

Figure 74
With 80 percent of department stores doing barcode scanning of complete merchandize in and out of the stores,
they have a very high process maturity. Merchandise availability levels at department stores are at comfortable
levels with majority operating at more than 90 percent availability.

Barcode Scanning of Merchandise - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
80%

L5= 100% of products scan in and out of stores
L4= Partial scan during receiving at store.
100% scan at sale

20%

L3= No scan during receiving at store.
100% scan at sale

0%

L2=No scan during receiving at store,
adhoc scanning at sale

0%

L1=No scan during receiving at store or on sale

0%

Figure 75

Merchandise Availability - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)

>90%

67%

80-90%

70%-80%

33%

0%

Figure 76
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People management poses challenges
Employee attrition levels are still on the higher side. This can be addressed with a renewed focus on training and
career development.
Training for brand staff (in an SIS scenario) in a department store continues to pose challenges. While certain basic
training is imparted to the brand staff, often this is an area where the brand is not able to intervene on a regular
basis nor does the host store take complete responsibility. This is an area where department stores need to
develop better processes since it impacts their overall service levels.

Employee Attrition per month - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)

<4%

40%

4-6%

40%

20%

6-8%

Figure 77

People Training - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Training part of store manager and
HR manager KRA

40%

L4= L3 + linked to individual competency
0%
development plan.
L3= L2 + Mandatory 40 hours,
Tracked by HO

40%

L2= Training plan for the calendar year exists.
Not tracked
L1= No formal training programs.
No training calendar

20%
0%

Figure 78
Department stores do well in terms of benefits for store staff including employee discounts, sponsorship for
education and even employee stock-options (ESOPs). Career planning of department store staff is not yet evolved
and respondents show a huge dispersion in terms of maturity. It is a similar case for manpower scheduling.
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People Benefits - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + ESOPs to store staff

40%

L4= L3 + Sponsorship of higher education

40%

L3= L2 + employee discounts, Insurance

20%

L2= Periodic bonuses, performance based incentives

0%

L1= Fixed pay, periodic bonuses

0%

Figure 79

Career Planning - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4+ Well-defined role-based competency
framework and leadership development initiatives

20%

L4= L3 + Tracked by H.O.

20%

L3= Clearly defined career progression model

40%

L2= Some adhoc, not-documented processes
for career planning
L1= No formal system of career planning

20%
0%

Figure 80

Manpower Scheduling- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + integrated with HRMS. Automated with
traffic and workload variables factored in

40%

L4= L3 + Real-time information available.
L3= Well-defined, documented processes. Metrics defined
with audit checks. Not integrated with HRMS

20%
0%

L2= Some adhoc processes, schedules templatized

20%

L1= Staff schedules done manually, no processes defined.
No templatized schedules.

20%

Figure 81
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Striving for a gold standard in space management
Department stores have reached a high level of maturity in terms of space management as corroborated by
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) on distribution of planograms to stores and manually defining space
metrics at department level. However, they are looking at reaching the ‘Gold Standard’ (process maturity Level 5)
in this function by using automated tools for creation and distribution of planograms to stores and evaluating
Gross Margin Return on Footage (GMROF) at a department level. This will lead to complete correlation between
sales planning, merchandise planning and planogramming.

Space Management - Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ Automated tools used for planograming.
Complete integration with sales planning &
merchandise planning.

20%

L4= L3 + Space metrics available at department level.
Done manually.

60%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes on creating
planogram. Space inventory available at category level

0%

L2= Planograms available. Some adhoc processes on
distribution of planogram to stores
and updation. Store-wise space inventory available.

0%

L1= No planograms available,
No store-wise space inventory available

20%

Figure 82
Visual Merchandising is appealing
Department stores exhibit varying levels of maturity in their visual merchandising (VM) process. A majority have
well-defined processes and VM linked to marketing calendar. Also, VM elements like POP stationery are
standardized across stores and tracked by the head office; service audit checks are conducted and reports are
available.

Visual Merchandising- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)

L5= L4+ VM strategy integrated with marketing
calendar & promotions planning.
L4= L3 + VM linked to marketing calendar. VM elements
standardized across stores. Service audit checks.

20%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes.
VM elements standardized across stores. Tracked by H.O.

20%

L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store level

20%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

40%

0%

Figure 83
Marketing and CRM – varying degrees of maturity
All respondents use a CRM program at varying levels of maturity to run their marketing activities.
On the execution of promotions, only 20 percent use execution tools with metrics on promotion effectiveness.
This could be an area of focus for department stores.
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Customer Led marketing- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= Integrated CRM system with data from multiple
sources is leveraged for marketing programs on regular basis

40%

L4= Customer data collected at POS using a basic
CRM system, leveraged for marketing programs

60%

L3= L2 + Well-defined processes & metrics.
Data not used for marketing programs

0%

L2= Some adhoc processes & metrics; customer data collected
from multiple sources. Use of disparate spreadsheets

0%

L1 = No processes & metrics defined.
No customer data available

0%

Figure 84

Promotions Execution- Department Stores
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Integrated sales plan, merchandise plan,
markdown plan too. Execution tools used.
Metrics on promotion performance available

20%

L4= L3 + Integrated with marketing calendar,
shared in advance with stores

80%

L3= Well-defined and documented processes.
No tools used. Tracked by H.O. Promotions plan not
integrated with marketing calendar

0%

L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store.
No annual marketing calendar.

0%

L1= Processes not defined or documented.
Annual marketing calendar not available

0%

Figure 85

Value Retail
Value retail includes both food & grocery (F&G) and other discount retailers. 60 percent of value retailers have a
LTL store growth of less than 10 percent in the last fiscal. Value retailers have a healthy sales per square foot metric
at more than Rs. 8000 for more than 90 percent of the respondents; out of which 30 percent have this KPI at more
than Rs 12000 for the last fiscal. The value retailers claim gross margin per square feet of Rs 2000 and ATV of less
than Rs 1000 (for 70 percent of the respondents).
In terms of overall process maturity, value retailers are doing well in visual merchandising and marketing but need
improvement in space management.
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Value Retailers Overall Process Maturity Score
Customer Service
100%
75%
80%

Space
Management

60%
60%

73%

Inventory
Management

80%

Marketing
& CRM

40%
20%
0%

65%
People
Management

80%

Visual Merchandising

Figure 86
Time to put in place metrics for customer checkout
Customer checkouts are a critical focus point for value retailers. Most respondents have high process maturity in
checkout processes, with well-defined and documented checkout/ cashiering processes, complete IT
enablement in terms of point of sale (POS) system and their integration with enterprise systems. As far as
measurements are concerned, it is significant that most respondents do not measure some key metrics such as
seconds per item (SPI), transaction time and queue length at checkout. These measurement systems need to
be put in place for value retailers as the units per transaction (UPT) is high and customers expect a fast and
accurate checkout.

Billing Efficiency (at Peak Times)- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
22%

2-3 minutes

3-4 minutes

33%

11%

4-5 minutes

33%

Not available

Figure 87

Average Queue Length - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
3

11%

4

5

22%

11%

56%

Not available
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Figure 88

Cashiering Processes - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + billing efficiency reports available

44%

L4= L3 + metrics on cashiering efficiency and
accuracy along with complete IT enablement

44%

L3= Well-defined and documented processes
with partial IT enablement

11%

L2= Some adhoc processes, mainly managed
at store with partial IT enablement

0%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

0%

Figure 89
Measuring customer satisfaction is not yet a priority for all
Our survey shows that 22 percent of value retailers are not up to speed with regard to measurement of customer
satisfaction. 77 percent measure it on an annual basis, and this usually involves external agencies. Some are
planning to start this initiative in FY2014. At a time, when the customer is the king and has many options to
choose from, it is surprising to see that some retailers do not consider customer satisfaction measurement a
priority.
Retailers interviewed opine the belief that customers will be satisfied with low prices and promotional offers; but
this is not necessarily true. This segment must think beyond value positioning and include elements such as instore experience and loyalty programs to differentiate their proposition. Currently, some retailers have initiated
loyalty programs, but how effectively they are managing it to generate revenues is still questionable.

Customer Satisfaction Measurement - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ part of store manager's KRA

22%

L4= CSI measured half-yearly by external agency

11%

L3= CSI measured annually,
done by external agency
L2= CSI measured annually,
done by internal agency

44%

0%

L1= CSI not measured

22%

Figure 90

Handling Customer Feedback -Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + multiple feedback mechanisms available to
customer (like email, telephone, social media)

11%

L4 = L2 + tracked by H.O; integrated online & offline

22%

L3 = L2 + Tracked by H.O; Non-integrated online
& offline systems

56%

L2= Process & SLAs defined, documented, exhibited
on floor & on invoice. Manual system
L1 = Process & SLAs not defined. Manual system,
handwritten complaints at the store

11%
0%

Figure 91
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Handling Exchanges & Returns- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + System of Feedback to
Merchandising team

25%

L4= L3 + tracked by H.O; Non-integrated online
& offline systems

63%

L3= Processes & SLAs defined, documented,
exhibited on floor & on invoice

12%

L2= Some adhoc processes & SLAs,
mainly managed at store

0%

L1 =No processes & SLAs defined

0%

Figure 92
People management should be a critical focus area
Employee attrition levels are going through the roof, with 55 percent of respondents experiencing average
attrition levels of 10 percent or more every month. A major reason is that store employees in these formats do not
need specific skills or knowledge of products like apparel and fabric types and hence, can switch jobs easily. Value
retailers need to get this under control on priority. A combination of training, career development programs and
employee benefits will help arrest the trend. While training programs seem to be in place, is the effectiveness
being measured? Career planning is an area that shows low maturity and focus with 44 percent of respondents
having only ad hoc programs for their employees.

Employee Attrition Per Month - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
6-8%

8-10%

33%

11%

>10%

44%

Figure 93

People Training - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Training part of store manager and
HR manager KRA

11%

L4= L3 + linked to individual competency
development plan.

22%

L3= L2 + Mandatory 40 hours, Tracked by HO
L2= Training plan for the calendar year exists.
Not tracked
L1= No formal training programs.
No training calendar

67%
0%
0%

Figure 94
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People benefits - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4 + ESOPs to store staff

0%
89%

L4= L3 + Sponsorship of higher education
L3= L2 + employee discounts, Insurance
L2= Periodic bonuses, performance
based incentives
L1= Fixed pay, periodic bonuses

0%
0% 11%
0%

Figure 95

Career planning - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5 = L4+ Well-defined role-based competency
framework and leadership development initiatives

0%

11%
44%

L4= L3 + Tracked by H.O.
L3= Clearly defined career progression model

0%

L2= Some adhoc,not-documented
processes for career planning

0%

L1= No formal system of career planning

0%

44%

Figure 96

High shrinkage is a concern
Around 77 percent of respondents have reported shrinkage values of more than 0.75 percent of annual sales. This
is despite the prevalence of robust physical inventory management practices in terms of frequent and fullcoverage stock-take. All respondents have a well-defined Physical Inventory (PI) calendar by product category,
which is integrated with the IT system, and all the categories are covered either quarterly or twice a year.
The problem seems to lie in the process of barcode scanning of goods into the store. All respondents do a 100
percent scan of goods during sales at the POS terminal; however only 33 percent do an inward scan of goods at
the store. About 33 percent of respondents do not have shrinkage related bonus or penalty policies. Instituting a
‘whistle blower’ policy may also help.
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Shrinkage (% of Sales) - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
0.25%-0.5%

11%

0.5%-0.75%

11%

33%

0.75%-1%

44%

>1%

Figure 97

Physical Stock Verification- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5=L4+ Frequency quarterly.

56%

L4=L3+ integrated with IT System.
Frequency twice a year.

22%

L3=L2+ Frequency quarterly

22%

L2=Well defined PI calendar.Not integrated
with IT System. Frequency twice a year

0%

L1=No perpetual Inventory (PI) calendar defined

0%

Figure 98

Barcode scanning of merchandise - Value retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= 100% of products scan in and out of stores

33%

0%

L4= Partial scan during receiving at store.
100% scan at sale

56%

L3= No scan during receiving at store,
100% scan at sale

11%

L2=No scan during receiving at store,
adhoc scanning at sale

0%

L1=No scan during receiving at store or on sale

0%

Figure 99
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Policy on Shrinkage- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ shrinkage measured quarterly

0%

L4= L3+ shrinkage measured annually

0%

L3= If shrinkage is within tolerance, bonus is given
else penalty by deducting from salary.

22%

L2= No shrinkage bonus policy.
Penalty by deducting from salary.

44%

L1= No shrinkage bonus or penalty

33%

Figure 100
Marketing – aiming for the ‘Gold Standard’
Marketing is high in terms of maturity and focused interventions can lead it to the highest level of maturity or the
gold standard. Most respondents have a basic CRM in place to run their marketing campaigns; a lot more can be
done in this area. Only 33 percent use automated tools to plan and execute promotions along with tracking
metrics on the performance. This is an area that can significantly impact ROI of promotions.

Customer Led Marketing- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= Integrated CRM system with
data from multiple sources is leveraged for
marketing programs on regular basis

33%

L4= Customer data collected at POS using a basic
CRM system, leveraged for marketing programs

33%

L3= L2 + Well-defined processes & metrics.
Data not used for marketing programs
L2= Some adhoc processes & metrics;
customer data collected from multiple sources.
Use of disparate spreadsheets
L1 = No processes & metrics defined.
No customer data available

11%
22%
0%

Figure 101

Promotions Execution- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4 + Integrated sales plan, merchandise plan,
markdown plan too. Execution tools used.
Metrics on promotion performance available

33%

L4= L3 + Integrated with marketing calendar,
shared in advance with stores
L3= Well-defined and documented processes.
No tools used. Tracked by H.O. Promotions plan
not integrated with marketing calendar

22%

33%

L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at store.
No annual marketing calendar.
L1= Processes not defined or documented.
Annual marketing calendar not available

11%
0%

Figure 102
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Space management – yet to evolve
Space management is an area that indicates low maturity with significant manual intervention currently
prevalent. Majority of the value retailers are at a level where space planning and management are done manually
and are not integrated with sales and merchandise planning. This is in contrast to the fashion and department
stores segments which are fairly evolved in space management.

Space Management - Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ Automated tools used
for planograming. Complete integration
with sales planning & merchandise planning.

0%

L4= L3 + Space metrics available at
department level. Done manually.

56%

L3= Well-defined, documented
processes on creating planogram.
Space inventory available at category level

11%

L2= Planograms available. Some adhoc
processes on distribution of planogram to stores
and updation. Store-wise space inventory available.
L1= No planograms available,
No store-wise space inventory available

33%

0%

Figure 103
Store Look & Feel
Most value retailers understand the importance of VM in their stores, which is reflected in the high maturity of
processes related to this function. Many have a VM strategy in place that is integrated with their marketing
calendar and promotions planning.

Visual Merchandising- Value Retail
(Percentage Respondents)
L5= L4+ VM strategy integrated with
marketing calendar & promotions planning

44%

L4= L3 + VM linked to marketing calendar
VM elements standardized across stores
Service audit checks

22%

L3= Well-defined, documented processes
VM elements standardized across stores
Tracked by H.O

33%

L2= Some adhoc processes, managed at
store level

0%

L1= Processes not defined or documented

0%

Figure 104
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Participating Retailers

Bharti Retail is also a participant
*The logos are property of their respective corporations.
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Methodology
The quantitative content for the Retail Operations Benchmarking and Excellence Study was gathered through a
survey designed and conducted by the TCS Retail Consulting team in collaboration with RAI. The survey is based
on the TCS framework for operations benchmarking. The model consists of three parts:
n Key Performance Indicators
n Process Maturity Parameters
n Strategic Focus Areas
Process maturity was defined from Levels 1 to 5, with L1 being the least evolved and L5 being the highest level of
maturity or the ‘Gold Standard.’ After analysis of the process maturity, survey respondents were categorized into –
Laggards (below average), Average, or Leaders (above average) based on their overall performance.
The survey was conducted by TCS retail consultants through personal interviews with Retail CXOs, most of whom
were RAI members. The survey respondents represented a cross-section of the Retail industry in India and varied
in size, growth potential and years in business; thus, they represented a snapshot of the current and future Indian
retail landscape. A total of 25 participants with 35 retail brands between them provided over 800 data points
across six functional areas: (1) Customer Service (2) People Management (3) Inventory Management (4) Marketing
& CRM (5) Space management and Store Look & Feel (6) Expense Management.
All company-specific data has been kept strictly confidential and only industry aggregates are discussed in this
report. The numbers and percentages quoted in the report have been rounded off to the nearest integer.
Respondent profiles included the following:
n

Job title/function: The research sample included respondents with the following job titles: Senior
Management (CEO, MD), COO or Head of Operations, Director.

n

Retail Segments: Vertical segmentation in the study provided a good cross section of the retail landscape.
The research sample included respondents exclusively from retail industries. The survey was conducted across
3 specific retail segments – Fashion (apparel, footwear, accessories), Department stores and Value retail
(supermarket, hypermarket, discounters). Fashion was the largest segment at 52 percent of the sample.

n

Geography: The research was conducted for retailer chains with multi-store and preferably multi-city
presence. While 80 percent of the total number of retailers surveyed have a national presence, 20 percent
have a regional presence.

Respondents by segment

28%
Fashion
52%

Department Stores
F&G and Value Retail

20%

Figure 105
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Geographical presence

20%
Pan-India
Regional

80%

Figure 106
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KPI Glossary & Definitions
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n

Availability levels – Uncommitted on-hand inventory available to service current requirements. (Individual
retailers may have their own definition, e.g. a fashion retailer may define it as availability of the top three
most-selling sizes - M, L, XL in a particular apparel style)

n

Average Transaction Value (ATV) – This is calculated by dividing the value of all sales transactions by the
number of transactions.

n

CRM – Acronym for Customer Relationship Management, which is a model for managing a company’s
interactions with its current and prospective customers. It involves specialized software to organize, automate
and synchronize sales, marketing and customer service functions.

n

Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) – A rating calculated by or on behalf of a retailer, taking into account
multiple parameters that measure the shopping experience of customers and how well customers felt they
were treated by the retailer.

n

KRA – Acronym for Key Result Area. KRA is the primary responsibility of an employee or the core area for
which the employee is accountable.

n

Perpetual inventory – This is a method of inventory management where information on inventory quantity
and availability is updated on a continuous basis.

n

Seconds per item (SPI) – Average time taken, in seconds, to checkout each item in the customer’s basket.

n

Shrinkage - A reduction in inventory due to shoplifting, employee theft, organized retail crime, administrative
error and supplier fraud.

n

Stock-take – Physical verification of the quantities and condition of items held in an inventory for accurate
inventory audit.

n

Store operating expense – This includes expenses related to manpower, rentals, electricity & utilities,
consumables, facility management, security, sales promotion and advertising, stationary, conveyance and
others. It also includes shrinkage, dump, supply-chain cost, finance charges and expenses on repairs and
maintenance (non-capex).

n

Transaction time during billing - Time taken for the actual transaction which includes placing the items at
the counter, scanning the items and making payment (does not include waiting time in the queue).
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About TCS’ Global Consulting Practice
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